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After almost a decade of  continuous releases and non-stop touring, the Canadian 

Singer/Songwriter and Roots & Country Rocker Leeroy Stagger certainly can’t be 

considered unknown among the world wide Canamericana scene enthusiasts. Especially with 

his last release Everything Is Real, which also was his debut on Blue Rose Records, he 

achieved his big break on international level and the entry into the global Americana Charts.  

Little Victories, already his sixth record produced by himself that for the first time is also 

titled with the name of his current band and definitely a sequel of his musical vita. 

 

"Everyone's fryin', everyone's stealin', everyone's lyin', everyone's dyin'..." – words of the 

desolate opener  'Everyone's On Drugs', which could be called a reckoning with his former 

way of life ruled by heteronomy and addiction. A perfect example for many Leeroy Stagger 

songs: Depressions are being pampered, the daily boredom bemoaned, wrecked relationships 

reviewed, stories about false friends told but this time the frustrations don’t get drowned in 

alcohol, but conquered in a straight, meaningful life  - even with some occasional failures or 

getting ahead in just little steps. The little victories in life - 'Little Victories' forsooth! 

 

'Sit Around This House'  is an easy galloping County/Folk Rocker with acoustic Lead Guitar 

and harmony vocals by Guitarist Kevin Kane as well as pedal steel from veteran Bob Egan, 

followed by 'Holy Water', a swampy-stompy acoustic roots rock tune that would even honor a 

true southern state troop.  A surprising Memphis soul touch, supported  by guest musicians 

Geoff  Hillhorsts organ and the one man brass section from Daniel Lapp (Carolyn Mark),  

makes 'Good Things' a real heart and soul duet with the well-known Canadian Singer 

Songwriter Romi Mayes.  After the straight Heartland Rocker 'Waste Of Wedding', Kane gets 

behind the Piano for 'Poor Little Rock Star'. On this, later with almost threatening electric 

guitar furnished track, Leeroy Stagger once again sounds a lot – and not for the first time - 

like Ryan Adams.  'Way Down The Bottom' with a sharp-beautiful pedal steel from guest 

musician Bob Egan is a slow country Rock song Gram Parsons would be proud of. 'George's 

Blues' a classic Texas folk style tune a la Guy Clark und Townes Van Zandt, starts only with 

acoustic guitar and Sagger’s troubadour voice through the addition of harp and second guitar 

the song gains some expanse.  To even top this, now 'She Will Be Received', on which the 

Wildflowers, released of all song guidelines, heartily rock off before the boss gets around to 

finish his personal Do/ don’t do list with 'I Believe In Love' and occasionally gives a little 

insight on his down to earth points of views and – attention: rarity value!  

 

But as we all know Stagger wouldn’t be authentic leaving us with that type of perspective. So 

last but not least with 'Love Will Let You Down' he finishes with a mellow, melancholic note. 

A song with a lot of piano, sentimental, wistful singing "sing-a-long"-refrain and big pathos 

of strings, almost an alternative draft to 'All You Need Is Love', more like a  'Only Love Can 

Break Your Heart'; Yes indeed: The Beatles are shaking hands with Neil Young, nothing less! 

What a great finish from Leeroy Stagger and the Wildflowers after 13 Tracks and almost 60 

Minutes!    
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